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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Five out of  27 member states of  the European Union (EU) have not recognised Kosovo yet. By 
not recognising it as a state, Cyprus, Slovakia, Spain, Romania, and Greece pose a major obstacle to 
Kosovo’s Euro-Atlantic aspirations, including the EU and NATO membership. To unlock its Euro-
Atlantic prospects, Kosovo is conditioned to normalise relations with Serbia through a legally binding 
agreement. This will require a combination of  political will and diplomatic efforts, particularly from 
Kosovo, and the EU. The full consent of  Serbia for the ‘path to normalisation of  relations between 
Kosovo and Serbia’ plan is also key.

The EU-led dialogue for the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia commenced in 
2011. This over-a-decade-long process is accompanied by limited progress and several episodes of  
heightened tensions. In recent months, the EU and the United States (US) have intensified their efforts 
to conclude a framework agreement on the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia. 
Initially called a Franko-German and then an EU proposal, the document sets the principles for an 
agreement that is to be reached within a few months. The framework sets a clear roadmap toward a 
legally binding agreement; it contains clear obligations for both parties, references to fundamental 
international norms, and a signature and implementation plan. However, it also has some ambiguous 
elements with unclear definitions. 

For the five EU non-recognisers, the bare minimum for reconsidering Kosovo’s independence is reaching 
a legally binding agreement, which must contain provisions on recognition and must be congruent with 
international law. Such an arrangement would certainly be sufficient for Greece, Romania, and Slovakia 
to recognise Kosovo, but it remains unclear if  Cyprus, and to a certain extent Spain, would follow suit. 
Non-recognisers highlight several elements that the full and comprehensive normalisation of  relations 
must contain: to be mutually agreed upon by parties; to ensure regional stability and not involve border 
changes; to ensure the protection of  minority rights; to be concluded in line with international law, 
and for some, it must even include unambiguous provisions on recognition. Most importantly some 
demand an agreement that is ratified by both parties. 

Any arrangement which is not legally binding and in line with these conditions may not suffice for 
the five states, or at least some of  them, and would certainly not result in immediate recognition and 
support for Kosovo’s EU and NATO aspirations.

This high threshold has significant implications that can directly impact the pace of  the dialogue. While 
these conditions can serve as an incentive for unlocking the existing stalemate, they also risk adding 
other layers of  complication that could jeopardise the efforts to conclude the process. By highlighting 
the legally binding element the EU non-recognisers provide reassurances to the Government of  
Kosovo to pursue the normalisation centred around mutual recognition. However, since they have 
granted Serbia the key to unlock prospects for recognition and membership in the EU and NATO, 
Kosovo risks being placed in a challenging position to either make further concessions or continue the 
current state of  affairs. 

The five European non-recognisers fully support the EU’s role and facilitation of  the dialogue between 
Kosovo and Serbia. They also see it as the only viable pathway for resolving the dispute and promoting 
stability in the Western Balkans (WB). While they have their country-specific conditions, they consider 
the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia vital for regional stability and European 
integration for the countries involved as well as the whole region. However, some of  them appear 
comfortable with the existing status quo. Except for Greece, Slovakia and Romania, developments 
in the Western Balkans are not a foreign policy priority of  these states. Even the war in Ukraine was 
insufficient for them to change their position on Kosovo. So, as long as the parties delay the final 
settlement, the five European states will be less and less likely to change their position on Kosovo. 
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Despite the parties’ incompatible positions, the EU and the US are strongly pushing [the parties] 
towards a legally binding agreement. With active involvement in the normalisation of  relations between 
Kosovo and Serbia, the EU would now need to give a new impetus to the dialogue. It should robustly 
engage to design and sequence the process including the signing, implementation and endorsement of  
the agreement. The EU has a critical role to play and the outcome will depend on its ability to conclude 
its mission for reaching an agreement between Kosovo and Serbia.

The framework presented as a ‘Path to Normalisation of  Relations’, which Kosovo and Serbia have 
publicly endorsed, could become a legally binding agreement upon ratification in Kosovo’s and Serbia’s 
parliaments, which is critical for persuading the non-recognisers. The legally binding effect could also 
be granted upon the implementation, planned to take place no later than six months after the signing, 
or at least by the end of  2023.  While the EU will continue to lead further talks, chair the monitoring 
committee, and have the last word in assessing the level of  implementation, it should conclude this 
agreement between Kosovo and Serbia as a ‘legally binding’ through its statement and conclusions. 
Endorsing the legally binding agreement [between Kosovo and Serbia] with new Council Conclusions is 
critical for the parties to move beyond the dialogue and progress on their EU path. It is also mandatory 
for the non-recognisers to reconsider their position on the independence of  Kosovo. The new Council 
Conclusions should allow replacing the Council Conclusions [on Kosovo] of  February 2008. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Since the declaration of  independence in 2008, Kosovo has made significant progress in setting up 
its political and economic institutions and preserving overall stability, amid an ongoing dispute with 
Serbia.1 However, Serbia and five EU member states, continue to question Kosovo’s international 
existence as a sovereign state. Cyprus, Greece, Romania, Slovakia, and Spain veto Kosovo’s aspirations 
to join the EU and NATO. Similarly, Kosovo’s admission to the UN is dependent on the consent of  
Serbia, Russia, and China, who have increasingly become hostile toward the new country that has 
gained 117 recognitions worldwide.2 

Despite different sequences of  progress in the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia 
(evidenced by the conclusion of  over 30 technical and political agreements), the full normalisation is 
still far-off. While the EU-led dialogue continues to be the only acceptable pathway for resolving the 
current stalemate, mutual recognition is one of  the key issues underpinning the process. 

The recognition of  Kosovo and its prospects for Euro-Atlantic integration are entangled and 
conditioned with the full normalisation of  relations with Serbia. But the longer the dialogue is stalled, 
the farther away these prospects are. There is wide European consensus on this entanglement, but most 
prominent are Cyprus, Greece, Romania, Slovakia, and Spain, in their role as EU and NATO member 
states (excluding Cyprus in the latter). Though this conditionality, for most of  them, is related to the 
domestic ramifications for their secessionist regions, it has become an instrument to leverage Kosovo 
to make concessions until a consensus is reached with Serbia. Also, it undoubtedly risks creating a 
dangerous stalemate with far-reaching implications. Serbia’s authoritarian and eastward turn and its 
close ties with Russia and the growing cooperation with China might indicate a lack of  interest in 
joining the EU or recognising Kosovo.

In the current geopolitical context, joining NATO and the EU is considered important for Kosovo. 
Chances for joining the UN are no longer realistic due to Russia’s and China’s anticipated veto at 
the Security Council and insufficient support among states at the General Assembly. Thus, securing 
recognition from either one of  the five non-recognisers is vital to Kosovo’s national security, international 
standing and membership bids. However, recognition alone does not ensure support in Euro-Atlantic 
processes. Experience has demonstrated to Kosovo that recognisers can be just as firm as some of  
the non-recognisers in vetoing important processes.3 Furthermore, Germany, France, Britain and Italy 
have indicated a reluctance to support Kosovo’s bid to join the Council of  Europe, until it reaches an 
agreement with Serbia.4  

A so-called ‘French-German proposal’ came into play in autumn 2022, indicating that a possible 
settlement between Kosovo and Serbia could revolve around the normalisation short of  formal 
recognition, which would permit Kosovo’s membership in international organisations, in exchange for 
Serbia’s prompted accession to EU and substantial financial support.5 It soon developed into an EU 
plan which earned the support of  the EU member states and the US. The plan became formal in early 
2023 and leaders of  Kosovo and Serbia have endorsed it in principle.6

The five non-recognisers seem to be in sync in their calls for the normalisation of  relations between 
Kosovo and Serbia, however, there is ambiguity on what full normalisation entails, how can that 
state of  affairs be achieved, and what the result looks like. Most importantly, what kind and level of  
normalisation of  relations with Serbia will suffice for the EU, and in particular, for five EU countries 
to change their position on Kosovo? Or even whether the ‘French German Proposal’ meets such 
1 For more, see Balkans Group report, The Brussels Dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia: Achievements and Challenges, October 2020.
2 Kosovo Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Diaspora, List of Recognitions, at https://mfa-ks.net/lista-e-njohjeve/.
3 For more, see Balkans Group report, Visa Regime for Kosovo: Will the EU end this long suffering?, October 2022. 
4 RadioFreeEurope, Italy, France, Germany and Britain are not supportive of Kosovo’s application for membership in the Council of Europe, 14 January 2023, 
 https://www.radiokosovaelire.com/italia-franca-gjermania-dhe-anglia-jane-shprehur-kunder-aplikimit-te-kosoves-per-anetaresim-ne-keshillin-e-evropes/. 
5 Albanian Press, Exclusive, ‘new framework’ in the dialogue: Final Comprehensive Agreement next year, the grand finale after 10 years- Kosovo gains 
 recognition by the 5 EU non-recognisers, membership in organisations; Serbia benefits from massive support, 18 September 2022.
6	 Belgrade-Pristina	Dialogue:	Press	remarks	by	High	Representative	Josep	Borrell	after	High-Level	Meeting	with	President	Vučić	and	Prime	Minister	Kurti,	27	
 February 2023, at https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/belgrade-pristina-dialogue-press-remarks-high-representative-josep-borrell-after-high-level_en
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expectations? While the EU institutions and facilitators have refused to disclose what the full and 
comprehensive normalisation means for them, revisiting the position of  five EU non-recognisers is 
critical for understanding the expectations of  Brussels and the forthcoming challenges for Kosovo to 
conclude the process of  the talks.

The Dialogue for Normalisation of Relations with Serbia 
Following the International Court of  Justice (ICJ) ruling on Kosovo’s declaration of  independence, the 
UN General Assembly (UNGA) issued a resolution (in September 2010) calling on the EU to facilitate 
a normalisation process between Kosovo and Serbia, primarily centred on improving the lives of  the 
citizens.7  

The EU-led dialogue, although without a predetermined format nor a defined list of  topics and issues 
for resolution, became the main and only viable platform for conflict avoidance, gradual normalisation 
of  relations, and the pathway for resolving the protracted conflict. The process was structured around 
technical and high-level political talks, which entail breaking down sensitive political matters into 
technical processes that are acceptable to both parties.8  

Despite its promising start, the dialogue experienced constant setbacks, blockages, delayed 
implementation and unwanted consequences. The nature of  disputes and the incompatible intentions 
among key stakeholders led to multiple contradictions whereby each party used the process for political 
expediency rather than genuine compromise. In Serbia, the dialogue was largely supported because it 
emerged as a precondition for advancing the EU integration path, while also securing special status for 
the Serb community living in the north of  Kosovo, as well as derailing the consolidation of  Kosovo’s 
international position. In Kosovo, dialogue became necessary for integrating the northern municipalities 
into its jurisdiction, advancing the country’s Euro-Atlantic integration perspective, and opening the 
prospects for completing international recognition and membership in international society.

A major obstacle remains the different understanding of  the meaning and result of  the normalisation. 
Mutual recognition remains a major source of  contention. For Kosovo, the full and comprehensive 
normalisation of  relations with Serbia must inevitably include mutual recognition.9 On the other hand, 
the Serbian Government has explicitly denied the recognition of  Kosovo’s independence and considers 
the dialogue as its constitutional obligation to improve the lives of  Serbs in Kosovo and advance 
Serbia’s European integration process.10

In between these two incompatible positions, the international community stands divided. While they 
support the dialogue, they differ on the question of  Kosovo’s recognition and its future in the family 
of  the international democratic community. The US remains Kosovo’s main ally who supports EU-
led dialogue as a platform for securing mutual recognition between Kosovo and Serbia, while also 
demanding that Kosovo respects its obligations deriving from the Brussels Agreement and other 
decisions on the protection of  Serbian Orthodox Church property and minority communities’ heritage 
in Kosovo.11 Germany and France have over the years played a vital role in supporting the dialogue 
and offering other incentives to both parties to stay on course. However, their divided positions on 
Kosovo’s visa liberalisation and the EU enlargement in Western Balkans (WB) have undermined their 
and the EU’s credibility to shape the process. The United Kingdom (UK) after Brexit took a more 
autonomous role, serving as an important balancer. In addition to supporting the EU’s leading role, it

7	 UN	General	Assembly,	Resolution	A/RES/64/298,	13	October	2010.	
8 For more, see Kosovo-Serbia Policy Advocacy Group, Technical Agreements: Perceptions on the Ground, February 2020, at http://k-s-pag.org/wp-content/
 uploads/2020/02/researchreporteng.pdf.   
9	 Government	of	Kosovo,	Report	on	Achievements	and	Challenges	in	Implementation	of	Brussels	Agreements,	Prishtina,	January	2021,	p.7.	
10 See reports and speeches of the Office for Kosovo within Serbian Governmenthttps://www.kim.gov.rs/lat/pregovaracki-proces.php; Government of Serbia, 
 Progress Report on the Dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina;. Belgrade: Government of Serbia, 2015, at http://www.kim.gov.rs/doc/Finalni%20Izvestaj%20
 KKiM%20april%202015%20engl.pdf.
11	 US	statement	on	the	occasion	of	15th	Anniversary	of	Kosovo’s	Independence,	issued	on	17	February	2023,	at	https://www.state.gov/kosovo-national-day-3/;	
 See also US Ambassador’s Statement to the Press Following the Embassy-hosted Discussion on ASM in Kosovo, 31, January 2023, at 
 https://xk.usembassy.gov/st311-23/.
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has provided much-needed diplomatic and security support for Kosovo.12 Italy -which leads NATO’s 
KFOR mission in Kosovo, and is its biggest contributor in terms of  troops- is also strongly pushing 
towards the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia, and is ready to play a leading role 
in the region.13 

Outside the West, Russia remains the main opponent of  Kosovo’s independence and holds the key to 
Kosovo’s eventual admission to the UN. Moscow provides Serbia with almost unconditional support 
in the case of  Kosovo and has regularly criticised the EU for inefficiency in facilitating the dialogue 
and failing to enforce conditions on Kosovo.14 China isn’t actively involved in the region but mostly 
sides with Serbia. Yet, it doesn’t dispute the EU’s role in facilitating the dialogue between Kosovo and 
Serbia.15  With the heightened tensions between Russia and the West over the invasion of  Ukraine, 
Kosovo’s aspiration for joining the UN is hollowed out. Kosovo has recalibrated its foreign policy goals 
focusing on joining the EU and NATO as the two most important international alliances and unions. 
However, even these aspirations are difficult to attain.

The role and the position of the EU on the Normalisation of Relations 
between Kosovo and Serbia    
The EU’s role in Kosovo has shifted from a ‘passive’ to ‘active’. From indirectly supporting peace talks 
leading to NATO’s intervention and playing a crucial part in the economic reconstruction of  post-war 
Kosovo, the EU went on to take a prominent role in guiding the country’s political, economic, and 
justice reforms as part of  Ahtisaari’s proposal and European integration process. Over the years, the 
EU has accumulated executive and non-executive powers previously exercised by the UN, OSCE, and 
others, ranging from political monitoring of  local institutions to economic support, law enforcement, 
minority protection, and peacebuilding and crisis management on the ground. 

In 2008, the EU had almost no role in the process of  Kosovo’s independence and its relations with 
Serbia. Both were in essence a Contact Group, and later QUINT-driven agendas. This gradually 
changed after Kosovo’s independence, when the EU deployed its largest rule of  law mission in Kosovo,  
mandated for over a decade to execute, assist, and monitor justice and rule of  law reforms.16 With 
the UNGA Resolution 64/298, the EU took the facilitator’s role in the process of  dialogue between 
Kosovo and Serbia.17 With the formal launch of  the European External Action Service (EEAS) in 
January 2011, the EU sought a greater diplomatic role in the region, especially in the normalisation of  
relations between Kosovo and Serbia.18 A year later, (in 2012), parties reached an important agreement 
for enhancing Kosovo’s regional representation and cooperation under the EU-led dialogue.19 This 
marked an important milestone in the dialogue process in Kosovo’s path to EU integration, having 
moved from ‘UNMIK Kosovo’ to ‘Kosovo*’.20 On these grounds, Kosovo could sign the Stabilisation 
and Association Agreement (SAA) with the EU in 2015, without prejudice to member states’ position 
on its status.21

By July 2018, EULEX transferred its executive powers to Kosovo institutions, following the end of  its 
executive judicial mandate.22 Although the EU continuously delegated its executive powers to Kosovo 
authorities (up until 2018), its large economic and diplomatic presence on the ground and regional 
12 UK announces new Special Envoy to the Western Balkans, Press release, 2 December 2021, at https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-announces-
 new-special-envoy-to-the-western-balkans.
13	 Reuters,	Italy	urges	‘full	normalisation’	in	Kosovo-Serbia	relations,	24	November	2022,	at	https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/italy-urges-full-
 normalisation-kosovo-serbia-relations-2022-11-24/.
14	 N1,	Russian	Ambassador:	EU’s	detour	for	Serbia	to	recognise	Kosovo,	12	February	2023,	at	https://n1info.rs/english/news/russian-ambassador-eus-detour-
 for-serbia-to-recognize-kosovo/
15 Wouter Zweers, et al., China and the EU in the Western Balkans: A zero-sum game?, August 2020.
16 EULEX Kosovo: European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo - Civilian Mission, at https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eulex-kosovo/eulex-kosovo-european-
 union-rule-law-mission-kosovo-civilian-mission_en?s=333
17	 UN	General	Assembly,	Resolution	A/Res/64/298,	9	September	2010.
18	 Heather	A.	Conley	and	Dejana	Saric,	The	Serbia-Kosovo	Normalisation	Process:	A	Temporary	U.S.	Decoupling,	1	May	2021,	p.	7;	Also	see	Balkans	Group	report,
 The Brussels Dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia: Achievements and Challenges, 1 October 2020.
19 For more on this and all other agreements, see https://dialogue-info.com/regional-representation-and-cooperation-2/.
20 Balkans Group report, The Brussels Dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia: Achievements and Challenges, October 2020.
21 Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community, of the one part, and Kosovo*, of 
 the other part, 2 October 2015.
22	 EULEX	Compact	Progress	Report,	July	2017-June	2018.
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leverage has given the EU and its member states a crucial role in shaping politics in Kosovo.

Despite its increased role in the dialogue process [between Kosovo and Serbia], a major obstacle that 
affects the EU’s agency is the lack of  a unified position on Kosovo’s independence. When Kosovo 
declared independence, the Council of  the EU immediately noted that ‘Member States will decide, 
in accordance with national practice and international law, on their relations with Kosovo’.23 This 
discordant position was dictated by the lack of  internal consensus among Cyprus, Greece, Romania, 
Slovakia, and Spain, and became the EU’s cornerstone policy on individual and discretionary recognition 
of  Kosovo’s independence by its member states.24

Yet, the EU retained a common position that Kosovo, just as other Western Balkans countries, has an 
EU perspective.25 Thus, the enlargement process is the main incentivising anchor that the EU is using to 
stimulate the normalisation of  relations between the two. 

Such strategic anchoring, in the short run, aims to maintain 
regional stability and avoid conflict, while in the long run, it 
aims to ensure that the EU doesn’t admit new members who 
have contested borders or do not recognise one another. 
When the dialogue commenced, Serbia was promised the 

conclusion of  the stabilisation and association process and the opening of  accession talks, whereas Kosovo 
was promised the launching of  a feasibility study for the stabilisation and association process.26 After the 
Brussels Agreement in 2013, Serbia was rewarded with the opening of  accession talks whereas Kosovo 
with the launch of  the negotiations for the SAA. In both instances, the EU made the explicit link between 
Kosovo and Serbia’s European integration perspective and their normalisation of  relations.27

However, with the arrival of  Junker’s geopolitical Commission in 2014, the EU abandoned its promise for 
accelerated accession, disincentivizing and indirectly discouraging Serbia and Kosovo (and other countries) 
from making significant compromises to reach a settlement. The EU member states tried to camouflage the 
EU’s enlargement fatigue with the Berlin Process and other regional initiatives. Yet, they didn’t manage to 
keep the momentum alive.28 Other efforts to redefine the enlargement methodology in the Western Balkans, 
have further discouraged the parties to make any additional concessions.

The Normalisation of Relations    

The EU’s official position is that parties must define what kind and what level of  normalisation of  
relations they want to achieve. According to the current Special Representative, Miroslav Lajčak, his 
‘mandate says normalisation but he can’t put limits on normalisation’.29 He added, ‘We are here to find 
that normalisation and I am here to make the process easier.’30

 

23	 Council	of	the	EU,	Council	Conclusions	on	Kosovo,	18	February	2008,	at	http://www.eu2008.si/en/News_and_Documents/Council_Conclusions/February/0218_
 GAERC5.pdf.
24	 Edward	Newman	and	Gëzim	Visoka,	The	European	Union’s	Practice	of	State	Recognition:	Between	Norms	and	Interests,	Review	of	International	Studies,	Vol.	
	 44,	No.	4,	2018,	p.	760-786.
25 European Council conclusions on enlargement and stabilisation and association process, 13 December 2022, at https://www.consilium.europa.eu/
	 media/60797/st15935-en22.pdf.
26	 European	Council	Conclusions,	27/28	June	2013,	at	https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-104-2013-REV-2/en/pdf.
27 Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community, of the one part, and Kosovo*, of the
 other part, 2 October 2015; and for Serbia’s accession negotiations, see https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/enlargement/serbia/.
28	 Frank	Schimmerlfennig,	Junker’s	enlargement	standstill	threatens	the	EU’s	credibility,	12	November	2015,	at	https://www.friendsofeurope.org/insights/
 junckers-enlargement-standstill-threatens-the-eus-credibility/.
29	 N1,	Lajcak:	CSM	after	a	final	agreement	to	normalise	relations,	15	October	2020,	https://rs.n1info.com/english/news/a661170-lajcak-csm-after-final-
 agreement-to-normalize-relations/.
30 Ibid.

‘Member States will decide, in accordance 
with national practice and international 
law, on their relations with Kosovo’.
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The EU claims that its role is only to facilitate the dialogue, but several caveats provide hints as to what 
the final outcome should be. First, the EU has branded the dialogue as a process for the ‘normalisation 
of  relations’ as opposed to the more overloaded notions such as peace process or conflict settlement. 
The discourse of  normalisation entails resolving outstanding issues between two or more sovereign 
states. Hence, it is often the first stage of  establishing or restoring inter-state relations, including 
mutual diplomatic recognition. Such a process (within and between states) takes place through legal 
arrangements and can be performed through political, economic, and societal measures. 

As the EU labels its engagement as a facilitator, it leaves open the option of  not reaching a substantial 
agreement. Based on the international mediation guidelines, ‘the primary aim of  the dialogue is to 
learn more and understand better the views and needs of  the opponent and thereby transform the 
relationship, create trust and in many cases lay the ground for substantive agreements at a later stage’.31  
So, dialogue can be an open-ended and non-conclusive process. Such an understanding is against the 
original purpose of  dialogue, as outlined by the GA.32

A Legally Binding Agreement     

The EU’s view of  normalisation has been mostly process-oriented without a clearly defined objective. 
However, over time, the signing of  a legally binding agreement has become the desired end goal. In 
2020, the EU outlined that the mandate of  the EU Special Representative (EUSR) for the dialogue is 
to work on ‘the comprehensive normalisation of  relations between Serbia and Kosovo through the 
conclusion of  a legally binding agreement that addresses all outstanding issues between the parties in 
accordance with international law and contributes to regional stability…’33

The EU’s position on the accession 
negotiations with Serbia was that both sides 
‘should gradually lead to the comprehensive 
normalisation of  relations…, in the form 
of  a legally binding agreement by the end 
of  Serbia’s accession negotiations…’.34 
However, Chapter 35 (other issues) only 

vaguely referred to the ‘visible and sustainable improvement in relations with Kosovo’. In Kosovo’s 
SAA, the EU has tied its European integration path with the fulfilment of  required political, economic 
and legal criteria and the visible and sustained improvement of  relations with Serbia.35

In international law, there is wide consensus that any agreement between two states (countries) is 
legally-binding when it is wilfully signed, contains clear obligations and actions to be undertaken by 
parties, it refers to fundamental normative principles, contains clear implementation provisions, and is 
31	 German	Federal	Foreign	Office,	Basics	of	Mediation:	Concepts	and	Definitions,	January	2017,	at	
 https://peacemaker.un.org/sites/peacemaker.un.org/files/Basics%20of%20Mediation.pdf.
32	 EEAS,	10	years	of	Belgrade-Pristina	Dialogue,	9	March	2021,	at	https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/10-years-belgrade-pristina-dialogue-0_en.
33	 Council	Decision	(CFSP)	2020/489	of	2	April	2020	appointing	the	European	Union	Special	Representative	for	the	Belgrade-Pristina	Dialogue	and	other	
 Western Balkan regional issues, Art.3(a).
34	 Council	of	the	EU,	General	EU	Position:	Accession	negotiations	with	Serbia,	17838/13	ELARG	174,	17	December	2013.
35 Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Union and the European Atomic Energy Community, of the one part, and Kosovo*, 
	 of	the	other	part,	2	October	2015;	and	Serbia’s	Accession	Document,	Chapter	35:	Other	issues,	30	November	2015.

‘The purpose of  the Dialogue is to reach a comprehensive legal agreement about the normalisation of  the relationship 
between Kosovo and Serbia. What does it mean? It is for the parties to decide, it is not for me. I am a facilitator; I am 
trying to make people agree. Agree on what? On the normalisation of  the relationship. Without the normalisation of  
the relationship between Serbia and Kosovo, there is not going to be a clear path to the European Union.  What is it 
about? Which is the essence? It is up to the parties to decide. I cannot say which has to be the outcome. If  I would be 
saying such a thing, I would be part of  the game. I am not part of  the game; I am just trying to push you to discuss and 
push for a solution. And that is what I am trying to do, to encourage both parties to continue the discussion.’  (EU’s 
High Representative, Joseph Borrell)

The mandate of  the EUSR for the dialogue is to work on ‘the 
comprehensive normalisation of  relations between Serbia 
and Kosovo through the conclusion of  a legally binding 
agreement that addresses all outstanding issues between the 
parties in accordance with international law and contributes 
to regional stability…’
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ratified by respective national authorities.36 Such agreements can be called by different names, such as a 
convention, a treaty, an accord, a pact, or a protocol, but they carry the same legally binding obligations. 
On the other hand, non-binding agreements refer ‘to agreements which contain political or moral 
commitments, but which are not intended to create legal rights and obligations’. In the case of  Kosovo 
and Serbia, the most important aspect though is whether it will be considered a pure interstate treaty 
governed by the Vienna Convention on the Law of  Treaties of  1969; whether it will be endorsed by 
the UN Security Council to replace the outdated Resolution 1244 (1999); and deposited at the UN 
Secretariat; and/or whether it will endorse UN Charter principles and other fundamental norms of  
international law.

Serbia has continuously tried to downgrade the international character of  agreements with Kosovo. 
The EU should avoid concluding an agreement between Kosovo and Serbia, as it was the case with 
the 19 April 2013 agreement (Brussels Agreement), which enabled parties to interpret it differently 
and implement it unevenly.37 Thus, since the legally-binding element aims to ensure the durability and 
effective implementation of  the comprehensive agreement, it must follow other examples of  substantive 
peace agreements, which incorporate the intent to be bound by norms and rules of  international law 
concerning obligations and implementation mechanisms.38

A Comprehensive Agreement      

In addition to being legally binding, the EU expects the agreement to be comprehensive and address 
all outstanding issues between Kosovo and Serbia.  

In practical terms, what this refers to is 
that the both parties must commit to 
implementing all the reached technical and 
political agreements, and potentially reach 
other agreements that are required as part of  

the process of  full normalisation of  relations.39

The inclusion of  mutual recognition was a strong 
reassurance for Kosovo that the dialogue is worth 
pursuing for a while, but it has now started to fade 
away. In October 2022, the US Envoy for Western 
Balkans Escobar signalled that if  Kosovo and Serbia 
agree to normalise their relations and leave aside mutual 
recognition, then the US would support such a settlement.40 Soon after, Kosovo’s president implicitly 
refuted such claims.41

36	 For	more,	see	Malcolm	Shaw,	International	Law,	9thed,	Cambridge	University	Press,	2021.
37	 Important	to	note	though,	the	fact	that	the	National	Assembly	of	Serbia	has	not	ratified	the	2013	Brussels	Agreement,	from	the	perspective	of	international
 law it can still be considered as an international agreement with full legal effect. This derives from the fact that the Brussels Agreement was initialled by 
 the Prime Minister of Serbia as representative of the Republic of Serbia who enjoys full powers to conclude such agreements, as stipulated in Article 4 of 
 the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
38	 Christine	Bell,	Peace	Agreements:	Their	Nature	and	Legal	Status,	The	American	Journal	of	International	Law,	Vol.	100,	No.	2,	2006,	p.	373–412;	See	also	UN’s	
 Language of Peace database, at: https://www.languageofpeace.org/#/.
39 European Parliament, Answer given by High Representative/Vice-President Borrell on behalf of the European Commission, 3 May 2021, at 
	 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/E-9-2021-001152-ASW_EN.html.
40	 RTS,	Eskobar:	Nema	rokova	za	dogovor	Beograda	i	Prištine,	ali	radimo	na	ubrzavanju,	21	October	2022,	at	
	 https://www.rts.rs/page/stories/sr/story/9/politika/4993004/eskobar-beograd-pristona-kim-priznanje.html.
41	 UNMIK	Media	Observer,	Osmani:	U.S.	never	asked	for	agreement	without	mutual	recognition,	24	October	2022,	at	
 https://media.unmikonline.org/?p=113630&utm_source=mailpoet&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=unmik-media-observer-morning-edition_4531.

‘Time to bring the Dialogue to a successful conclusion with 
one comprehensive legally-binding normalisation agreement 
between Kosovo and Serbia dealing with all outstanding 
issues.’  EEAS

‘Reaching comprehensive normalisation 
of  relations between Serbia and Kosovo…is 
the only way for the two parties to overcome 
the painful legacy of  the past…’.39  

‘There was no request either from the United States or from our partners from the EU, never for Kosovo to give 
up the request for mutual recognition, as everyone understands that it is a necessity that closes a painful chapter’. 
(Kosovo’s President Vjosa Osmani)
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EU Acquis and Good Neighbourly Relations       

The EU has recently added nuances to the legally-binding agreement jargon arguing that ‘such an 
agreement should be in line with international law and EU Acquis, which at the same time contributes 
to regional stability in the Western Balkans’.42

The principle of  good neighbourly relations offers important implicit hints on the type of  normalisation 
that Kosovo and Serbia must pursue. In 2017, Nataliya Apostolova, the Head of  the EU Office in 
Kosovo and EU Special Representative, stated that ‘The EU has one guiding principle which is good 
neighbourly relations’ when asked whether there will be a future for Kosovo and Serbia without 
recognising each other.4344454445

If  the EU is to apply the principled understanding of  good neighbourly relations, references to EU 
Acquis within the agreement between Kosovo and Serbia could imply acceptance of  the equality of  
parties in the bilateral and regional fora. 

The EU Proposal     

The EU has recently brought a proposal for an interim agreement between Kosovo and Serbia. The 
document, known as ‘the EU proposal’, came to light in the autumn of  2022 and is the next potential 
agreement between the two.46 The EU proposal contains key and unambiguous provisions of  a legally 
binding nature compatible with international law, as well as ambiguous parts with unclear definitions, 
such as a preambulatory clause on historical facts and status questions.

The body of  the EU proposal contains provisions which indicate de facto recognition of  Kosovo’s 
independence by Serbia. Articles 2 and 3 make references to the UN Chapter aims and principles and 
form the basis of  fundamental international norms that govern the relations between independent and 
sovereign states.47

42 EEAS, The EU-facilitated Belgrade-Pristina Dialogue in 2020, 4 January 2021, at https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/eu-facilitated-belgrade-
 pristina-dialogue-2020_en.
43	 EEAS,	Interview	by	Nataliya	Apostolova	to	Zeri	newspaper,	22	September	2017,	at	https://www.eeas.europa.eu/node/32628_en.
44	 Robert	Cooper,	The	Philosophy	of	the	Belgrade-Pristina	Dialogue,	16	July	2015,	at	https://europeanwesternbalkans.com/2015/07/16/sir-robert-cooper-the-
 philosophy-of-the-belgrade-pristina-dialogue/.
45	 Elena	Basheska,	The	Position	of	the	Good	Neighbourliness	Principle	in	International	and	EU	Law,	in	D.	Kochenov	and	E.	(eds)	Good	Neighbourliness	in	the	
 European Legal Context, Leiden, Brill, 2015, p. 32-33.
46	 EEAS,	Belgrade-Pristina	Dialogue:	EU	Proposal	-	Agreement	on	the	path	to	normalisation	between	Kosovo	and	Serbia,	27	February	2023,	at	
 https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/belgrade-pristina-dialogue-eu-proposal-agreement-path-normalisation-between-kosovo-and-serbia_en. 
47 Ibid, Article 2 and Article 3.

In August 2022, a spokesperson for EU High Representative added that ‘reaching a comprehensive legally binding 
agreement on full normalisation of  relations in the context of  the EU-facilitated dialogue requires a climate that 
contributes to restoring trust, reconciliation and good relations, whereby past agreements are respected and fully 
implemented, and where actions and statements which are not compatible with the overall interest and strategic 
objectives of  the region have no place.’

‘What matters is that Serbia should have normal, good neighbourly relations with all its neighbours, including Kosovo’.44

‘The existence of  good neighbourly relations thus requires symmetric relations between states […] The 
inequality of  states before the law, if  not in the law, impedes good neighbourly relations or even makes them 
impossible where conflicts of  interests arise.’45

Article 1
The Parties shall develop normal, good-neighbourly relations with each other on the basis of  equal rights.
Both Parties shall mutually recognise their respective documents and national symbols, including passports, diplomas, 
licence plates, and customs stamps.
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Article 4 explicitly highlights that Serbia does not have claims over Kosovo’s international standing, its 
representation and enactment of  sovereignty, and will not object to its membership in any international 
organisation.48 Based on Article 5, both sides will support their aspirations to become members of  the 
EU which is crucial not only for Kosovo’s EU membership bid but for securing the support of  five non-
recognisers.

Article 8 envisages the exchange of  permanent missions, which is a characteristic of  sovereign states and 
entities with international legal personality (such as international organisations).49

Yet, it has some ambiguous elements with unclear definitions, such as preambulatory clauses on historical 
facts, status questions, inaccurate invocation of  ‘autonomy’ as a UN Charter principle (it should have been 
political independence), and unclear references to the appropriate level of  self-management for the Serb 
community in Kosovo. 

Despite the merits of  the EU Proposal, Article 6 indicates 
that ‘…both Parties will continue with new impetus the EU-
led Dialogue process which should lead to a legally binding 
agreement on comprehensive normalization of  their 
relations…’, giving the agreement provisional connotation.50

48 Ibid, Article 4; Compared to the 2013 Brussels Agreement, where Serbia objected to such a provision on the grounds that it constitutes implicit recognition, 
 it reappears again in the EU proposal and if accepted by Serbia, it represents a major shift in their position on Kosovo. For more, see Catherine Ashton, And
	 Then	What?	Inside	Stories	of	21st	Century	Diplomacy,	London:	Elliot	and	Thompson	Limited,	2023,	p.	137.
49	 EEAS,	Belgrade-Pristina	Dialogue:	EU	Proposal	-	Agreement	on	the	path	to	normalisation	between	Kosovo	and	Serbia,	27	February	2023,	Article	5.
50 Ibid, Article 6.

Article 2
Both Parties will be guided by the aims and principles laid down in the United Nations Charter, especially those of  
the sovereign equality of  all States, respect for their independence, autonomy and territorial integrity, the right of  
self-determination, the protection of  human rights, and non-discrimination.

Article 4
The Parties proceed on the assumption that neither of  the two can represent the other in the international sphere or 
act on its behalf.
Serbia will not object to Kosovo’s membership in any international organisation.

Article 5
Neither Party will block, nor encourage others to block, the other Party’s progress in their respective EU path 
based on their own merits. Both Parties shall respect the values referred to in Articles 2 and 21 of  the Treaty of  the 
European Union.

‘[…] Proceeding from the historical facts and 
without prejudice to the different view of  the 
Parties on fundamental questions, including 
on status questions […]’

Article 6
While the present Agreement constitutes an important step of  normalization, both Parties will continue with 
new impetus the EU-led Dialogue process which should lead to a legally binding agreement on comprehensive 
normalization of  their relations […]
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Mapping the Position of Five European Non-Recognisers on Kosovo and 
the dialogue with Serbia       
The most influential EU member states have pushed for a common position on Kosovo’s future status, 
but have ultimately failed because of  disagreements among them, particularly with five member states 
(Cyprus, Greece, Romania, Slovakia, and Spain). While Greece, Romania and Slovakia have increased 
cooperation with Kosovo institutions, Cyprus, and Spain have not shown any interest in engaging 
with it at bilateral or European levels. The recent intensified efforts for progressing the normalisation 
of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia have highlighted the crucial role of  the remaining five EU 
Member States. 

CYPRUS      
Cyprus is one of  the five EU member states that applies a strict policy of  not recognising Kosovo. Its 
position is inward-looking and informed by the protracted conflict between Turkish Cypriots and the 
Turkish Republic of  Northern Cyprus (TRNC).51 Bilateral relations with Serbia play an important role 
since it strongly supports Nicosia’s stance.52 Cyprus does not consider Kosovo a sui generis case but 
rather fears that it could set a precedent, especially for the TRNC. Deriving from the forged comparison 
between Kosovo and TRNC, Nicosia has taken a strong stance against Kosovo’s independence and has 
completely disregarded the merits of  the case as recognised by the majority of  other European states.53

When Kosovo declared independence in 2008, Cyprus’ Foreign Ministry issued a statement expressing 
‘regret over the unilateral declaration of  independence’, an act which they considered as ‘a violation 
of  the territorial integrity and sovereignty of  Serbia’.54 To defend its case, Cyprus has gone as far 
as to consider Kosovo Albanians in Kosovo and Serbia as people that do not have the right to self-
determination and a right to independence, during the ICJ advisory opinion proceedings.55 Despite ICJ’s 
ruling on Kosovo, the country has not changed its attitude toward Kosovo and continues to consider it 
a breach of  Serbia’s sovereignty and territorial integrity and in contradiction with international law.56 For 
Cyprus, Kosovo’s recognition does not contribute to regional peace and stability. With its rigid position, 
it has avoided diplomatic and political interactions with Kosovo authorities and has regularly voted 
against its membership in international organisations. Even within the European Parliament where 
significant support for Kosovo is evident, Cypriot parliamentarians have voted against resolutions on 
Kosovo.

The position on EU-led dialogue for normalisation of relations between Kosovo and Serbia      

In the past 14 years, Nicosia has not shown any significant interest in reconsidering its position on the 
policy of  recognition towards Kosovo, but it has not objected to the EU-led dialogue between Kosovo 
and Serbia.57 In general, the dialogue is viewed positively among politicians who tend to invoke pragmatic 
and outward-looking considerations. As a parliamentarian stated, we support ‘the Pristina-Belgrade 
dialogue to find a legally binding agreement that will resolve the problem of  Kosovo’s recognition 
and good neighbourly relations between the two countries. We believe that peace and stability in 
the Western Balkans is a basic prerequisite for the European integration process of  the states in the 
51	 TRNC	is	a	very	different	case.	In	the	case	of	the	Turkish	invasion	of	Northern	Cyprus	in	1974,	the	UN	Security	Council	through	Resolution	353	called	upon	all	
	 States	to	respect	the	sovereignty	and	territorial	integrity	of	Cyprus.	Also,	through	Resolution	541	(1983)	UNSC	called	upon	all	States	not	to	recognise	any
	 Cypriot	State	other	than	the	Republic	of	Cyprus.	These	UN-binding	documents	foregrounded	the	international	and	collective	non-recognition	policy	of	TRNC.	
 For more on the collective non-recognition of States and contested territories, see Balkans Group report, Kosovo and Israel: A long-awaited recognition, 
	 18	November	2021.
52	 MFA	of	Serbia,	Selaković:	Kosovo	and	Cyprus	present	the	same	problem,	only	different	in	details,	31	July	2022,	at	https://www.mfa.gov.rs/en/press-service/ 
 statements/selakovic-kosovo-and-cyprus-present-same-problem-only-different-details.
53	 For	more,	see	Isabelle	Ioannides,	Cyprus:	Firmly	Committed	to	the	Non-recognition	of	Kosovo,	in	I.	Armakolas	and	J.	Ker-Lindsay	(eds.),	The	Politics	of	
	 Recognition	and	Engagement,	Palgrave	Macmillan,	2020,	p.	195.
54	 Eraldin	Fazliu,	Recognition	Denied:	Cyprus,	7	November	2016,	at		https://kosovotwopointzero.com/en/recognition-denied-cyprus/.
55	 Cyprus	written	statement	at	ICJ	Kosovo	case,	p.	2,	at	https://www.icj-cij.org/public/files/case-related/141/15609.pdf.
56	 Isabelle	Ioannides,	Cyprus:	Firmly	Committed	to	the	Non-recognition	of	Kosovo,	in	I.	Armakolas	and	J.	Ker-Lindsay	(eds.),	The	Politics	of	Recognition	and	
 Engagement, Palgrave Macmillan, 2020, p.206.
57 MFA of Cyprus, Minister of Foreign Affairs Ioannis Kasoulides statements following his meeting with Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Serbia 
	 Nikola	Selakovic,	1	August	2022,	at	https://mfa.gov.cy/press-releases/2022/08/01/press-statement-serbia-fm-visit-july-2022/
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region.’58  Since the EU has set normalisation of  relations with Kosovo as one of  the preconditions for 
Serbia’s eventual accession to the EU, the dialogue is seen as ‘a positive and crucial step towards Serbia’s 
accession to the EU, with which Cyprus has a close relationship, without prejudice to Nicosia’ position 
of  non-recognition of  Kosovo.’59 Another official stated that ‘Nicosia would support and endorse’ the 
normalisation of  relations, such it is ‘important both for the region and the EU.’60

However, the dialogue is also viewed with suspicion, considering the potential implications it could 
have. One academic stated that ‘normalisation of  ongoing conflicts is positive as it can create a 
positive momentum for other regional conflicts including the one in Cyprus.’61 But, if  the dialogue 
results in mutual recognition, such an arrangement would endanger Greek Cypriots’ interests and 
position regarding TRNC.62 According to an expert, ‘normalisation of  relations between Kosovo 
and Serbia would entail, among others, the acceptance of  the dismemberment of  Serbia’s territory’.63  
The settlement of  disputes between Kosovo and Serbia, especially if  it implies some form of  mutual 
acceptance, for Cyprus, would equate to ‘the partition of  Serbian territory’. This for them ‘would set a 
negative political precedent’, that should not generate ‘any statehood rights whatsoever in favour of  the 
unlawful entity in Northern Cyprus.’64 Another expert shared a similar concern ‘as an EU member-state 
with its overarching national issue and occupation, Cyprus would view full normalisation as a threat to 
its sovereignty. The northern part of  the island is considered to be under occupation and often referred 
to as ‘the breakaway regime’ or ‘pseudo-state’, among other characteristics. Having a recognised and 
independent Kosovo also threatens recognition of  other unrecognised states, thus Cypriot foreign 
policy would not rule favourably in the event of  a full normalisation of  relations.’65

Overall, there are mixed messages when it comes to the meaning of  the normalisation of  relations 
between Kosovo and Serbia. But since the inward-looking sediments appear strong, Nicosia views the 
dialogue with scepticism and is more in favour of  the status quo and retention of  the non-recognition 
policy.66

Prospects for recognition        

A major question that remains unaddressed is what 
kind and level of  normalisation with Serbia would be 
sufficient for Cyprus to change its position on Kosovo. 
Among all the EU non-recognisers, Cyprus has set 
the highest threshold and most complicated demands for the recognition of  Kosovo. As noted by a 
parliamentarian, ‘full normalisation of  Serbia-Kosovo relations requires a peaceful, comprehensive, 
mutually acceptable, agreed and legally binding agreement based on international law and the relevant 
UNSC Resolution 1244 on the status of  Kosovo.67

This was echoed by a legal expert at the MFA who stated that ‘only a comprehensive, legally binding 
agreement would be sufficient for Cyprus to reconsider its position on Kosovo.’68

Partial normalisation of  relations, such as conflict prevention and confidence-building measures, 
or individual political and technical agreements, are not sufficient. A legally binding agreement in 
accordance with international law entails a settlement approved by the Security Council, including 
endorsement by the permanent members, and accepted by Serbia.69 So, an agreement brokered by third 
parties other than the EU (such as the US-brokered Washington Agreement in September 2020) is 
58	 Interview	with	a	member	of	parliament,	Nicosia,	15	September	2022.
59	 Correspondence	with	a	diplomat,	Nicosia,	29	September	2022.
60	 Interview	with	a	member	of	parliament,	Nicosia,	14	September	2022.
61	 Correspondence	with	an	academic,	Nicosia,	8	September	2022.
62 Ibid.
63	 Interview	with	a	legal	expert,	MFA,	Nicosia,	30	September	2022.
64 Ibid.
65	 Interview	with	a	foreign	affairs	expert,	Nicosia,	18	September	2022.
66	 Interview	with	an	academic,	Nicosia,	13	September	2022.
67	 Interview	with	a	member	of	parliament,	Nicosia,	12	September	2022.
68	 Interview	with	a	legal	expert,	MFA,	Nicosia,	30	September	2022.
69	 Interview	with	a	member	of	parliament,	Nicosia,	14	September	2022.

‘Only a comprehensive, legally binding 
agreement would be sufficient for Cyprus 
to reconsider its position on Kosovo’.
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insufficient for Cyprus to rethink its position on Kosovo.70

Moreover, it appears that only a settlement that is acceptable for Serbia might be sufficient for Cyprus.71 
As a politician reiterated, ‘any agreement between Serbia and Pristina from the point of  view of  
international law and the Charter of  the United Nations. It should also take into account the positions 
of  the interested parties and especially Serbia which is the state that has the first say on the issue of  
recognition or not of  Kosovo’.72 The same added that ‘only in the event of  recognition of  Kosovo by 
Serbia itself, the legal obstacles could be addressed which would indeed remove arguments from those 
states that do not currently recognise Kosovo.’73 This position is again taken to pre-empt and oppose 
the resolution of  the Cyprus issue through bilateral recognition of  TRNC and without the consent of  
Nicosia.74

However, it remains unclear whether Nicosia would recognise Kosovo even after a settlement with all 
the above features. Diplomats and experts in Cyprus tend to decouple the normalisation of  relations 
between Kosovo and Serbia from the recognition of  Kosovo’s independence.75 As noted by a diplomat, 
‘the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia will have no or limited impact on Cyprus’s 
political decision of  non-recognition of  Kosovo’.76 If  Kosovo and Serbia reach an agreement, stated 
another diplomat ‘Cyprus will most probably welcome the agreement, underlining the importance of  
this agreement for regional stability and towards Serbia’s EU accession, but also reiterating that its 
position on recognition of  Kosovo remains unaltered.’77 So, even if  parties settle their dispute through 
a mutual agreement, Cyprus would enhance its economic and technical interactions with Kosovo short 
of  formal recognition. Another diplomat noted, ‘I would not expect Cyprus to change its position on 
Kosovo’s accession to intergovernmental organisations, such as the Council of  Europe, yet a more 
nuanced approach may be followed in other organisations that Cyprus has shown more flexibility with 
the accession of  the Palestinian Authority.’78 Similarly, according to a foreign affairs expert, in an event 
of  a mutual agreement between Kosovo and Serbia ‘Cyprus will be starting to have some diplomatic 
exchanges and bilateral meetings without fully recognising Kosovo’s independence even if  Serbia does 
so. The country might take a similar approach to the current one between Greece and Kosovo.’79

These views indicate that Cyprus would rethink its 
position on Kosovo, but not necessarily formally 
recognise it. Most likely it would gradually enhance its 
bilateral interactions, as a result of  pressure from the 
EU and other Western allies, but resist establishing 
diplomatic ties. Yet, there are other voices, which 
speculate that ‘in the event, the Cyprus issue remains 
unresolved by the time relations between Kosovo and 

Serbia are normalised, Cyprus would likely block EU entry to Kosovo and would continue to not 
recognise Kosovo as a state’, adding that ‘this would be done to prevent a similar scenario (to Kosovo) 
from unravelling to the northern part of  Cyprus’.80 As echoed by a parliamentarian, ‘the recognition of  
Kosovo by the Republic of  Cyprus is an issue that is purely related to the existence of  the illegal TRNC 
and specifically about the legal precedent it would cause in terms of  recognising it - a state that arose 
from the illegal military occupation of  Turkey.’81

70 Ibid.
71	 Interview	with	a	member	of	parliament,	Nicosia,	12	September	2022.
72 Ibid.
73 Ibid.
74	 Interview	with	a	member	of	parliament,	Nicosia,	12	September	2022.
75	 Interview	with	a	diplomat,	Nicosia,	28	September	2022.
76	 Correspondence	with	a	diplomat,	Nicosia29	September	2022.
77 Ibid.
78	 Correspondence	with	a	diplomat,	Nicosia,	29	September	2022.
79	 Interview	with	a	researcher,	Nicosia,	17	September	2022.
80	 Interview	with	a	foreign	affairs	expert,	Nicosia,	18	September	2022.
81	 Interview	with	a	member	of	parliament,	Nicosia,	15	September	2022.

‘Cyprus will start having diplomatic 
exchanges and bilateral meetings without 
fully recognising Kosovo’s independence 
even if  Serbia does so. Cyprus might take 
a similar approach to the current one 
between Greece and Kosovo.’
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Others suggest clarifying in the Kosovo-Serbia 
agreement as well as by other countries that Kosovo 
is a unique case and other secessionist movements will 
not be supported.82 Even in the case of  an agreement 
between Kosovo and Serbia, a diplomat mentioned that 
‘Nicosia may issue a statement distinguishing the situation in Kosovo from that in the occupied areas 
of  Cyprus.’83

Another academic added that ‘the expectation would be that any diplomatic recognition is not in 
violation of  the UN resolution and more importantly that the agreement cannot be used as a precedent 
for ‘TRNC’ to achieve independence and diplomatic recognition.’84 Cyprus expects that Kosovo would 
need to provide assurances that under no circumstance they would not recognise the TRNC.85 If  there 
is a breakthrough settlement of  the Cyprus issue, it might soften its position on Kosovo.86 However, 
if  there is any unlikely move towards altering the current collective non-recognition of  TRNC, then 
as a diplomat mentioned ‘Cyprus, in a reactionary manner, will probably adopt a stronger, more active 
position against the recognition of  Kosovo and its participation in any international fora if  the ‘TRNC’ 
is recognised by other UN members. Cyprus is willing to be the only non-recogniser of  Kosovo in the 
EU’.87

So, Cyprus has set the highest threshold and most complicated demands for recognition of  Kosovo, 
including a legally binding agreement approved by the Security Council and accepted by Serbia and 
assurances that Kosovo would not recognise the TRNC. Yet, even then it remains unclear if  Cyprus 
would recognise Kosovo. Moreover, even if  Greece changes its position on Kosovo, Cyprus might 
not.88 Similarly, pressure from EU institutions or member states might not be sufficient.89 However, the 
country is expected to gradually enhance its economic and technical interactions with Kosovo without 
proceeding to formal recognition.

GREECE      
Greece is among the five EU non-recognisers that hold the ‘softest’ stance towards Kosovo, yet it did 
not join the majority of  the EU member states in extending recognition to Kosovo. Greek Foreign 
Minister Dora Bakoyannis had stated that ‘Greece always believed and continues to believe that the 
best solutions to differences and problems come out from mutually acceptable arrangements, through 
dialogue and consultations, and not by unilateral actions and fait accompli.’90 However, Athens is keeping 
the option open to decide ‘at a later stage, after examining in depth all developments, dimensions and 
their repercussions on regional security and Greece’s interests.’91 While the Greeks relaxed their position 
after the ICJ’s ruling of  2010, they did not change it due to domestic political instability and economic 
crisis at the time.92 Close cultural and religious ties with Serbia might have also shaped Greece’s attitude 
towards Kosovo.

So, although it continues to withhold formal recognition [of  Kosovo], it has adopted a pragmatic stance 
by supporting Kosovo’s European integration path and membership in international bodies, enhancing 
inter-institutional and economic cooperation, and supporting the NATO’s and EU’s missions in the 
country. Greece in fact has the most advanced relations with Kosovo among the five non-recognisers. 
Hence, according to an official, ‘it is unproductive for Kosovo to group all non-recognisers together 
82	 Interview	with	a	legal	expert,	MFA,	Nicosia,	30	September	2022.
83 Ibid.
84	 Correspondence	with	an	academic,	Nicosia,	8	September	2022.
85	 Interview	with	a	researcher,	Nicosia,	17	September	2022;	and	Interview	with	a	journalist,	Nicosia,	30	September	2022.
86	 Interview	with	a	researcher,	Nicosia,	17	September	2022.
87	 Correspondence	with	a	diplomat,	Nicosia,	29	September	2022.
88	 Interview	with	a	member	of	parliament,	Nicosia,	12	September	2022.
89	 Interview	with	a	researcher,	Nicosia,	17	September	2022.
90	 Fait	accompli:	French	term	used	to	refer	to	‘accomplished	fact’,	Athens	New	Agency,	FM	Bakoyannis	on	Kosovo,	8	February	2008,	at	http://www.hri.org/news/
 greek/apeen/2008a/08-02-18_5.apeen.html.
91 Ibid.
92	 For	more,	see	Ioannis	Armakolas,	Greece:	Kosovo’s	Most	Engaged	Non-recogniser,	in	I.	Armakolas	and	J.	Ker-Lindsay	(eds.),	The	Politics	of	Recognition	and	
 Engagement, Palgrave Macmillan, 2020, p. 135.

‘Nicosia may issue a statement distinguishing the 
situation in Kosovo from that in the occupied 
areas of  Cyprus’.
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[…] Greece for instance would prefer to be considered a Kosovo partner’.93

Athens has adopted a step-by-step policy of  
expanding institutional cooperation with Kosovo 
to solidify further bilateral economic and political 
relations while pending a settlement with Serbia to 
open the path for formal recognition. On several occasions, Greece has voted in favour of  Kosovo’s 
membership in international and regional organisations.94 In addition, Greece has a liaison office in 
Kosovo. In 2019, Kosovo’s Office of  Trade and Economic Affairs was opened in Athens, which was 
later upgraded to the Office of  Interests of  Kosovo in 2021. Despite these enhanced relations and 
regular diplomatic exchanges, Greece conducts relations in line with the EU’s ‘status-neutral’ approach.95

The position on EU-led dialogue for normalisation of relations between Kosovo and Serbia       

Greece strongly supports the EU-led dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia, which is one of  the key 
segments of  Greek policy for European and Euro-Atlantic integration of  the Western Balkans.96 While 
the process is viewed as a mechanism for sustaining regional stability, officials consider reaching an 
agreement on the full normalisation of  relations as the best possible scenario for regional stability. 
As noted by a senior diplomat, ‘full normalisation will also help the European perspective of  both 
countries. There will be one less source of  destabilisation in the region.’97

Greece is open to any viable solution which is mutually agreed upon by Kosovo and Serbia that will 
prevent further tensions.98 As stated by Foreign Minister Nikos Dendias, ‘The ultimate goal is to intensify 
our efforts to reach a legally binding and viable solution, a solution that will consolidate stability in the 
wider region, a solution that will send a message of  optimism that we all so desperately need and give a 
major impetus to the European path of  the region.’99 In this sense, a foreign affairs expert highlighted 
that ‘Greece has everything to gain from a resolution of  the issue and the normalisation of  its relations 
with Kosovo.’100 Most of  the interlocutors favour an agreement similar to the ‘Prespa Agreement’ 
which unlocked North Macedonia’s membership in NATO and resolution of  a long-standing dispute 
with Greece. According to a parliamentarian, ‘Greece is seeking an agreed, mutually accepted solution 
by both parties, that would give the best possible ending of  a pending issue that provokes tensions and 
constitutes a source of  destabilisation in the Balkan region.’101

Using the EU’s official line, Greece’s latest position is that Kosovo and Serbia should reach ‘a 
comprehensive, legally binding agreement in accordance with international law and the EU Acquis’.102 
All interlocutors highlight that any form of  normalisation must involve some form of  recognition 
of  Kosovo, including acceptance of  Kosovo’s admission to the UN. In relation to the legally binding 
character of  the eventual agreement, a diplomat added ‘All this language about a legally binding 
agreement is just a euphemism because the EU and especially the non-recognisers cannot tell Serbia 
to recognise Kosovo […] To avoid statements about ‘mutual recognition’ they use expressions calling 

93	 Interview	with	a	Greek	official,	21	November	2022.
94 For more, see https://www.mfa.gr/en/blog/greece-bilateral-relations/pristina/.
95	 Greek	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs,	Minister	of	Foreign	Affairs	Nikos	Dendias’	statement	following	his	meeting	with	Kosovar	Minister	of	Foreign	Affairs,	Donika	
	 Gërvalla-Schwarz,	20	January	2020,	at		https://www.mfa.gr/en/current-affairs/top-story/minister-of-foreign-affairs-nikos-dendias-statement-following-his-
 meeting-with-kosovar-minister-of-foreign-affairs-donika-gervalla-schwarz-20012022.html.
96 Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bilateral Relations with Kosovo, at https://www.mfa.gr/en/blog/greece-bilateral-relations/pristina/.
97 Interview with a diplomat, Athens, 30 September 2022.
98 Interview with a diplomatic advisor, Athens, 22 September 2022.
99	 Greek	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs,	Minister	of	Foreign	Affairs	Nikos	Dendias’	statement	following	his	meeting	with	Kosovar	Minister	of	Foreign	Affairs,	Donika	
	 Gërvalla-Schwarz,	20	January	2020.
100	 Interview	with	an	academic,	Athens,	19	September	2022.
101 Interview with a member of parliament, Athens, 3 October 2022.
102	 Greek	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs,	Minister	of	Foreign	Affairs	Nikos	Dendias’	statement	following	his	meeting	with	Minister	of	Foreign	Affairs	of	Serbia,	Nikola	
	 Selaković,	3	June	2022.

‘It is  unproductive for Kosovo to group all non-
recognisers together […] Greece for instance 
would prefer to be considered a Kosovo partner’.

‘Greece is seeking an agreed, mutually accepted solution by both parties, that would give the best possible 
ending of  a pending issue that provokes tensions and constitutes a source of  destabilisation in the Balkan 
region’.
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for a legally binding agreement […] The EU will not however accept the accession of  neither of  the 
two without their mutual recognition. But the process itself  does not allow the Union to articulate this 
publicly and officially’.103

In essence, Athens expects an ‘agreement that does not result in changing or violating borders, which 
would be disastrous for the region’.104 The reference to international and EU law mostly refers to the 
principle of  inviolability of  borders.105 Secondly, it needs to be endorsed by the Security Council by 
replacing the existing resolution (1244/1999) with a new one.106 The reference also involves issuing new 
European Council’s conclusions that ‘will recognise the agreement, which will be then respected by all 
member states’.107

But since both Serbia and Kosovo in the long term 
aspire to join the EU, interlocutors deem that both 
parties need to reach out to the Acquis on several 
issues, such as the protection of  minorities and their 
rights, the protection of  the Orthodox Church heritage 

and cultural heritage and other issues.108  A senior diplomat admitted that although ‘we don’t set any 
conditions, there are specific issues that need to be addressed by both parties…for us, the protection 
of  the rights of  minorities is an important issue’.109

Prospects for recognition     

Greece is the most likely contender, among the 
five, to recognise Kosovo. On the kind and level 
of  normalisation of  relations with Serbia that 
is sufficient for Greece to change its position on 
Kosovo, a senior government official stated that 
‘Greece has never set it as a condition that is official, 
the normalisation of  relations has never been a condition for our recognition. This fact allows us to be 
more flexible on when and if  we will recognise Kosovo’.110

The same source added that Greece views ‘the issue of  the recognition in a wider context and if  we 
head towards this direction, it will only be for the stabilisation of  the region’.111 As a result of  this view, 
the country has been able to deepen its institutional, political, and economic ties with the Government 
of  Kosovo regardless of  the progress in the EU-led dialogue.112 Some of  the interlocutors have 
mentioned that the issue at hand is not any specific condition, but the adequate timing that Greece 
deems appropriate for recognising Kosovo.113114

However, some other interlocutors argue that the recognition of  Kosovo should be part of  the roadmap 
for the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia.115

103 Interview with a former diplomat, Athens, September 2022.
104 Interview with a diplomat, Athens, 30 September 2022.
105 Interview with a member of parliament, Athens, 3 October 2022.
106 Interview with a diplomat, Athens, 25 September 2022.
107 Interview with a diplomatic advisor, Athens, 22 September 2022.
108 Interview with a diplomat, Athens, 30 September 2022; and Interview with a member of parliament, Athens, 4 October 2022.
109 Interview with a diplomat, Athens, 30 September 2022.
110 Interview with a diplomat, Athens, 30 September 2022.
111 Ibid.
112 Ibid.
113	 Interview	with	an	academic,	Athens,	18	September	2022;	and	Interview	with	an	academic,	Athens,	19	September	2022.
114 Interview with a former diplomat, Athens, September 2022.
115 Interview with a diplomatic advisor, Athens, 22 September 2022.

The European Council could issue new 
conclusions that ‘the EU will recognise the 
agreement, which will then be respected by all its 
member states’.

‘Greece has never set it as a condition that is 
official, the normalisation of  relations has never 
been a condition for our recognition. This fact 
allows us to be more flexible on when and if  we 
will recognise Kosovo’. 

‘The moment Serbia recognises Kosovo; our hands will no longer be tight. This will be the outcome of  the dialogue if  
it is successfully concluded and leads to mutual recognition of  both countries. Non-recognisers will finally recognise 
Kosovo. The hard-liners of  the non-recognisers are Spain and Cyprus. But I believe that if  the dialogue is successfully 
concluded, then even these countries will recognise Kosovo.’114
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In line with this, a parliamentarian highlighted that 
‘if  there is an agreement, Greece will proceed with 
the recognition and open full diplomatic relations 
with Kosovo.’116 Another diplomat added, ‘Sooner 
or later Greece will proceed with a direct or indirect 
process of  recognition. No doubt about it. As 
soon as there is an agreement and Serbia will eventually recognise Kosovo, Greece will follow’.117 A 
journalist similarly argued that ‘if  there is an agreement, Greece should immediately upgrade its current 
diplomatic presence in Kosovo’ and ‘lift its reservations regarding Kosovo’s admission to international 
organisations’.118

However, if  Kosovo and Serbia do not manage to reach a mutual agreement for normalising their 
relations, Greece would be reluctant to proceed with the recognition of  Kosovo.119 Others argue that 
Athens should assess the situation, the risks and the dangers in the region before proceeding with 
Kosovo’s recognition. A senior diplomat argued that ‘recognition will not happen any time soon. 
Not shortly. Our principal interest will be progress and stabilisation. What we will eventually do, will 
depend on how this normalisation will look like. Let’s hope that it will be positive for both and for 
the stabilisation and the European prospect of  the entire region.’120 Another diplomat added that ‘the 
public opinion should be prepared adequately before it happens, as well as the political parties and the 
wider Greek state administration”.121

Greece’s prospects for recognising Kosovo are not entirely linked with the EU-led dialogue. Its 
geopolitical interests, including its relations with Turkey and Albania, appear to also influence their 
view on the sequence and timing of  recognition. Greece’s policy on Western Balkans has largely been 
shaped by its rivalry with Turkey. In this context, Greece pays close attention to Kosovo’s relations with 
Turkey, but it is not the ultimate determinant behind its non-recognition policy. As a parliamentarian 
asserted, ‘relations between Kosovo and Turkey play a role in creating a minor suspicion in our relations 
with Pristina’.122 Concerning Albania, Greek interlocutors have highlighted that Athens’ relations with 
Tirana are positive and as a diplomatic source stated ‘in our talks in Tirana, the Albanian officials have 
never put Kosovo on the table.’123 Yet, Greece is cautious of  the rhetoric and calls for greater Albania 
and readjustment of  historical borders in the region.124 Moreover, the Cyprus issue to a certain extent 
influences Greece’s relations with Kosovo.125 For instance, a parliamentarian argued that Greece’s 
‘functional recognition’ of  Kosovo and the policy of  enhanced interaction short of  formal diplomatic 
recognition is driven by cautiousness due to the ongoing situation between Turkey and Cyprus.’126 The 
same added that ‘the Greek government cannot afford to deal with any reaction from Cyprus especially 
now with the ongoing situation with Turkey, but also due to the upcoming pre-elections period.’127 
Moreover, the war in Ukraine and the increased hostilities in several frozen conflicts in the Caucasus, 
tend to also shape Greece’s views both in favour and against the recognition of  Kosovo.128

So, Greece positively views the dialogue and favours an agreement on the full normalisation of  relations 
for regional stability and European integration of  the Western Balkans. However, it does not set any 
specific condition for Kosovo but rather expects the agreement to comply with the principles of  
international and EU law. For Greece, prospects for recognition are shaped by several factors, including 
Greece’s geopolitical interests, Kosovo’s relations with Turkey and Albania, and the Cyprus issue. 
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‘If  there is an agreement, Greece should 
immediately upgrade its current diplomatic 
presence in Kosovo’ and ‘lift its reservations 
regarding Kosovo’s admission to international 
organisations’.
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In other words, a more enabling environment and the right combination of  circumstances will influence 
its position in Kosovo.129

ROMANIA      
Romania is among the EU non-recognisers that claim to hold a pragmatic position on Kosovo.  
Romania justifies its non-recognition policy on two grounds: the failure of  parties to reach a common 
solution and of  the UN to endorse the independence through a new UN Security Council resolution. 
Based on this position, Kosovo’s independence ‘was not in line with the norms and principles of  
international law, meaning that it was not the result of  a process accepted by both sides and that it does 
not respect the provisions of  the UN Security Council Resolution 1244(1999)’.130 Despite references to 
international law, norms and principles, Romania’s scepticism and non-recognition policy [of  Kosovo] 
is driven by inward-looking considerations. Bucharest considers the independence of  Kosovo and its 
recognition as a bad precedent that could encourage Transnistria to consolidate its statehood, as well as 
Romania’s region of  Szekely, populated by ethnic Hungarians.131 On 18 February 2008, the Parliament 
of  Romania issued a statement underlining that ‘the decision of  the authorities in Pristina, as well as the 
eventual recognition of  the unilaterally-declared independence by other States, cannot be interpreted as 
a precedent for other regions or as recognising or guaranteeing collective rights for national minorities’. 132

Romania has opposed the recognition of  Kosovo but it supports the EU-facilitated dialogue. Over 
the years, it has accepted Kosovo’s representation and participation in regional events and has a liaison 
office in Kosovo. However, it has avoided direct and bilateral engagement with Kosovar politicians 
and authorities. Although between 2013 and 2015, Prime Minister Ponta issued several statements in 
favour of  recognition, there was insufficient political will to change their position on Kosovo.133 In 
2018, President Klaus Iohannis offered to get involved in the resolution of  Kosovo’s status. However, 
it was soon disregarded by Kosovo authorities who argued that the EU is the only acceptable mediator, 
and Romania should recognise Kosovo before seeking such a role.134 For Romania, reconsidering the 
recognition of  Kosovo is only possible if  parties reach a bilateral agreement which involves mutual 
recognition and is accepted by the entire international community.

The position on EU-led dialogue for normalisation of relations between Kosovo and Serbia   

Romania positively views the dialogue for the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia.135 

According to a senior official, full normalisation of  relations means ‘a negotiated - contrary to an 
imposed – solution’.136 ‘A partial or imposed solution would not trigger a change of  Romanian position 
regarding the status of  Kosovo’.137 The Romanian President Klaus Iohannis, in a press conference 
with his Serbian counterpart, Alexandar Vucic in 2018, had stated that Romania expects that the 
normalisation of  relations will involve finding a ‘fair solution’ that ‘satisfies all the parts as much as 
possible’. President Iohannis indicated that they want a ‘solution able to please all the parties reasonably, 
129	 Interview	with	a	Greek	government	official,	21	November	2022.
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 Palgrave Macmillan, 2020.
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‘The EU-facilitated dialogue remains the main conduit for an effective and comprehensive normalisation of  relations 
between Belgrade-Pristina. The result of  the Dialogue should bring a legally binding agreement between Belgrade 
and Pristina that needs to address all outstanding issues in accordance with international law and EU Acquis and 
contribute to regional stability.135
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that is fair and concordant with the international norms’.138 However, when journalists asked President 
Iohannis if  such a solution involves recognition of  Kosovo, he diverted it to President Vucic, who 
stated that ‘when we speak about compromises, we speak about real compromises and we are not 
considering recognition of  Kosovo as a possibility’.139 So, although Romania does not have a specific 
solution it expects such a deal to be fair, acceptable for all involved parties and supported by all 
international actors.

From Bucharest’s point of  view, the Kosovo-Serbia dialogue concluding with a solution ‘is absolutely 
vital and important for the whole region, not only for Serbia, not only for the people of  Kosovo, not 
only for other interested international parties.’140 Romania sees the normalisation between Kosovo 
and Serbia as an important factor for regional stability, especially since the intensification of  the war 
in Ukraine and the re-emergence of  tensions in the Caucasus.141 Moreover, the resolution of  the 
Kosovo-Serbia dispute would provide an opportunity to regain a more prominent role in the region.142  
In particular, the normalisation provides an opportunity for Bucharest to take a more active role in 
supporting and sponsoring Serbia’s EU accession process as well as within the EU in representing the 
region’s interests and concerns. As one academic argued, ‘full normalisation (not necessarily including 
diplomatic recognition at the beginning) would open a window of  opportunity which would allow 
Bucharest to become more active and visible in supporting Serbia’s so far inconsistent bid to join 
the European Union’.143 So, in the event of  an agreement, Romania would ‘deepen its support for 
Serbia’s European path, while opening new lines of  (economic, cultural and diplomatic) dialogue with 
Prishtina’.144

According to a senior government official, ‘Romania’s position on Kosovo is grounded in international 
law and as long as there is no agreement concluded between Belgrade and Pristina, in accordance with 
the principles of  international law, it remains the same.’145

A diplomat added, the normalisation of  relations 
should be based on ‘the terms of  an internationally 
accepted framework of  negotiations, based on 
norms and values of  OSCE, CoE, EU and UN’. 146 
In particular, while Romania does not have specific 
demands on the content of  the agreement, some 
interlocutors have highlighted the necessity to at least include provisions on the protection of  ethnic 
minorities.147 Although the country has not openly commented on mutual recognition, high-level 
officials have confidentially admitted that the comprehensive and legally-binding agreement for full 
normalisation of  relations implies at least ‘a form of  mutual recognition’.148 Yet, there is no consensus 
on this view.

Another political advisor highlighted that Romania’s position and understanding of  normalisation is 
closer to Serbia’s view, which entails normalisation without formal recognition, adding that it will be 
difficult to have a normalisation without recognition, but not impossible.’149 

138	 President	of	Romania,	Joint	press	conference	by	President	of	Romania,	Mr.	Klaus	Iohannis,	and	President	of	Serbia,	Mr.	Aleksandar	Vučić’,	8	March	2018,	
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in international law and as long as there is no 
agreement concluded between Belgrade and 
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international law, it remains the same.

High-level officials have confidentially admitted that the comprehensive and legally-binding agreement for full 
normalisation of  relations implies at least ‘a form of  mutual recognition’. 
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Prospects for recognition     

Romania’s prospects for recognising Kosovo remain uncertain and conditional on several grounds. 
Some interlocutors believe that Romania could reconsider the recognition of  Kosovo only when 
Serbia recognises it via a bilateral agreement.150 In principle, as a senior government official confirmed, 
Bucharest ‘will recognise Kosovo as a sovereign state only if  the agreement reached with Belgrade 
entails such a recognition’.151 If  there is an agreement for the normalisation of  relations, a diplomat 
argued that they would first consult Serbia and monitor the implementation of  the agreement before 
proceeding with the recognition of  Kosovo.152

So, what kind and level of  normalisation of  relations with Serbia will be sufficient for Romania to 
change its position on Kosovo entirely depends on ‘the decisions of  both Belgrade and Prishtina 
to develop new channels of  (legal, administrative, economic, cultural) cooperation that would in the 
end lead to (at least) a de facto recognition of  Kosovo by Serbia’. Only when such normalisation of  
relations is visible then Romania could ‘change its approach and start a rapprochement process towards 
Kosovo’.153 If  there is partial normalisation of  relations, such as mutual acceptance short of  formal 
diplomatic recognition, Romania is unlikely to change its non-recognition policy on Kosovo. What 
might follow is a softer stance on Kosovo, including ‘full recognition of  travel documents, relaxation 
of  the visa approval process, abstaining from voting when the issue of  membership in UN agencies 
would have Kosovo as a subject’.154

However, Romania’s change of  position on Kosovo is not 
entirely influenced by the kind or the level of  normalisation 
of  relations with Serbia. According to an expert, ‘Romania 
will wait for the agreement to be implemented, and then put 
into the discussion at the decision level a potential plan of  
actions regarding the region and not just Kosovo’.155

Other circumstances, such as ‘new developments between the Republic of  Moldova and Transnistria 
may render obsolete its position on Kosovo’.156 In addition, ‘How the war in Ukraine and the fate 
of  territories annexed by Russia in so-called referendums will evolve will be factors to be taken into 
account’, a journalist added.157

Although Romania’s recognition of  Kosovo primarily depends on the normalisation of  relations with 
Serbia, other considerations such as regional security and domestic concerns play a far greater role. 
If  the national interests of  Romania change, so will its position on Kosovo. For instance, if  Serbia 
doesn’t show interest in normalising the relations with Kosovo and endangers regional stability, then 
Romania would reconsider its position. Moreover, Serbia’s treatment of  the Romanian minority in the 
country will also play a role in their support for the EU-brokered agreement with Kosovo as well as 
final approval of  Serbia’s eventual accession to the EU, if  it reaches that far.158

SLOVAKIA      
Slovakia is the other EU member state that does not recognise Kosovo. Bratislava continues to view 
Kosovo as an international protectorate governed by the international civilian and military presence 
under the UN Security Council Resolution 1244 (1999).159 This position is shaped by its traditional good 
relations with Serbia, fears that Kosovo’s independence would increase regional instability, concerns 
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the region and not just Kosovo’. 
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over the legality of  the country’s independence, and the fear of  becoming a potential precedent for 
other secessionist entities, including the ethnic Hungarian community living in Slovakia.160

While these rationales have played a formative role, Slovakia’s non-recognition policy emerged as a result 
of  inter-institutional and party dynamics in Bratislava on how to reconcile Slovak national interests 
with common European foreign and security policy, as well as other regional considerations.161 On 28 
March 2007, the Slovak National Assembly approved the ‘Declaration of  the National Council of  the 
Slovak Republic on the Solution of  the Future Status of  the Serbian province Kosovo’. The declaration 
firstly expressed the belief  that ‘full and unlimited independence of  the province of  Kosovo is not in 
the interest of  the stability of  the region which was exposed to long years of  tragedies and crisis; that 
not all possibilities of  dialogue aimed at reaching an agreement have been exhausted; that the future 
status solution of  Kosovo should be based on Serbia’s legitimate needs as well as on respect for the UN 
Charter and other international legal standards’.162 Secondly, it is expected that ‘the Slovak Government 
will search for a common solution regarding the future settlement of  relations in the Western Balkans 
in cooperation with other EU member countries, with a clear perspective of  integrating the Western 
Balkan countries into the EU’.163 This declaration, although non-binding in nature, has guided the 
policy of  the Slovak government towards Kosovo since 2008.164

Despite its position on Kosovo’s independence, Slovakia operates a liaison office in Prishtina since 
2006. Slovakia has had a few official engagements with the Government of  Kosovo, has supported 
and contributed to the EU Rule of  Law Mission in Kosovo (EULEX) and has not objected to visa 
liberalisation for Kosovo.165 Within EU bodies, Slovakia has often requested the inclusion of  non-
recognition disclaimers to avoid any misinterpretation of  its position on Kosovo. 

The position on EU-led dialogue for normalisation of relations between Kosovo and Serbia    

Slovakia supports the Kosovo-Serbia dialogue in line 
with the 2007 Declaration. Although Kosovo is not a 
major foreign policy theme, Slovakia has endorsed the 
EU’s view that the dialogue should conclude with a 

comprehensive and legally binding agreement.166 No other arrangement below this threshold seems 
sufficient for Slovakia to review its non-recognition policy. As stated by an interlocutor, ‘I don´t think 
that technical or thematic agreements could be sufficient and adequate for a change of  position.’167  

Moreover, the final and comprehensive agreement for the normalisation of  relations should be in 
line with international law as it involved altering state borders and reshuffling the territorial integrity 
of  states in the region. According to a member of  the Slovak National Council ‘compliance with 
international law is fundamentally important for the Slovak Republic’.168 The same source added that 
‘any arbitrary change of  borders leads to the destabilisation of  given states or regions’.169 Another 
diplomat noted that ‘the ICJ Advisory Opinion confirmed that UDI is not a breach of  international 
law. But the ICJ remains silent on whether Kosovo’s UDI has created the Republic. So, the EU-led 
dialogue and an agreement on the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia could clear 
160	 Katarína	Lezová,	Slovak	Parliament’s	Involvement	in	the	EU	Agenda:	Kosovo’s	Independence	and	the	Policy	of	Non-recognition,	in	T.	Hashimoto	and	M.	Rhimes	
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this shadow of  doubt on the legality of  Kosovo’s independence’.170

Moreover, Miroslav Lajcak in his previous capacity as Slovak Foreign Minister stated ‘A land swap 
between Serbia and Kosovo along ethnic lines – as a way to bury their differences and clear a path 
to European Union – goes against ‘the spirit of  democracy’ and the very foundations of  the EU’.171 
Another academic added that ‘the question of  the territorial integrity of  European states and the 
inviolability of  borders remains a key priority for Slovakia.’172 However, an expert thinks that ‘full 
normalisation means approval from Serbia, it means the acceptance of  the existence of  Kosovo as a 
State’.173 For a diplomat ‘the focus of  Kosovo’s Administration should not only be on internal matters 
and justice but to unlock its [Kosovo’s] European perspective, the dialogue with Serbia should be 
tackled with the same intensity’.174 The same noted that Kosovo would have to give something in this 
regard, specifically establishing the ASM and the protection of  religious sites.175

So, the final and comprehensive agreement between Kosovo and Serbia, in Slovakia’s understanding, 
not only should be in line with international law, but it should also reflect Serbia’s interests, including 
the acceptance of  this arrangement. 

Prospects for recognition     

Reconsidering the recognition of  Kosovo is not a foreign policy priority for Slovakia.176 In 2017, 
Bratislava concluded that there must be a significant ‘breakthrough’ in the normalisation of  relations 
between Kosovo and Serbia for Bratislava to reconsider its position.177 The linkage between the EU-led 
dialogue and prospects for recognition ultimately go down to the perception of  Slovak authorities that 
Kosovo’s independence was unilateral.178 Hence, until Serbia accepts Kosovo’s independence, Slovakia 
cannot change its position on Kosovo.179 A government official indicated that ‘in the event of  the 
conclusion and implementation of  a legally binding agreement between Belgrade and Pristina, the 
Slovak Republic will assess this fact and make a decision regarding the position towards Kosovo.’180

Despite uncertainties, there is a consensus that ‘full 
normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia could 
lead to the de-jure recognition of  Kosovo by Slovakia (as a 
sovereign State).’181

As confirmed by a diplomat, ‘a comprehensive agreement 
would help remove the last obstacles to the recognition of  
Kosovo in the future and avoid irreparable mistakes in the 
Kosovo-Serbia dialogue.’182 Similarly, a politician confessed that ‘if  Belgrade and Pristina agree on 
mutual recognition, then I see no reason why Slovakia would not support such a result of the dialogue.’183
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Along the same line, a parliamentarian confirmed that they 
are ‘ready to support the international legal recognition of  
Kosovo only in case of  complete normalisation of  relations 
between Serbia and Kosovo, i.e. when both parties to the 
conflict will mutually recognise each other as subjects of  

international law.’184 Similarly, another parliamentarian added ‘I think that the Slovak Republic can 
recognise the change of  internationally recognised borders only if  such a step takes place after the 
mutual agreement of  the affected parties.’185 Thus, it seems that if  Kosovo and Serbia agree on mutual 
recognition then all obstacles preventing Slovakia from recognising Kosovo would fall.186

As an interlocutor maintained, ‘the position of  Slovakia in this question is stable and invariable. I think 
that only the changes in the Balkan could change this position.’187 Another politician added ‘the only 
way to peace and stability in the Western Balkans is the continuation and successful conclusion of  the 
dialogue between Serbia and Kosovo’.188

The position of  Bratislava on Kosovo is shaped by a variety of  considerations, among which are 
the traditionally good relations with Serbia. While Slovak authorities have supported the EU-led 
dialogue, the recognition of  Kosovo remains uncertain and linked to the outcome of  the dialogue. 
Likely, Slovakia would only review its position when Kosovo and Serbia reach an agreement centred on 
mutual recognition. At the moment, the domestic context in Slovakia is not shifting towards accepting 
Kosovo’s independence. The political scene is dominated by parties that are inclined to retain their 
conservative and traditional policy on Kosovo.189 Nor are regional geopolitical changes arising from 
Russia’s war against Ukraine or Serbia’s authoritarian and eastward turn.190

SPAIN      
Spain, along with Cyprus, holds a rigid non-recognition policy towards Kosovo, which is legalistic and 
driven by its domestic secessionist tendencies. Madrid considers Kosovo’s declaration of  independence 
contrary to international law since it was proclaimed without the consent of  Serbia.191

In the written proceedings for Kosovo’s ICJ case, Spain considers Kosovo’s declaration of  independence 
as producing negative effects on Serbia and other states in the region.192 Spain refused to accept the ICJ 
advisory opinion on Kosovo.193 Over the years, Spain has retained the same position. In August 2022, 
Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez repeated during a visit to Albania that for Kosovo, ‘We think 
it is a unilateral declaration of  independence and we think that international law was violated, so we 
cannot be in favour of  this acceptance.’194 

Ultimately, Spain’s position is driven by internal issues, the fear that Kosovo could be used as a 
precedent for the breakup of  Catalonia and the Basque Country from Madrid. Some diplomats have 
openly admitted that although Kosovo is a different situation, they refused to ease their stance.195 The 
reluctance of  Madrid has also deepened due to the calls of  Basque and Catalan parliamentarians and 
politicians for recognising Kosovo’s independence. Equally, the attempted secession of  Catalonia in 
2017 has hardened the position of  Spain on Kosovo. 
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189 Interview with a foreign policy expert, Bratislava, 14 September 2022.
190 Interview with a foreign policy expert, Bratislava, 13 September 2022.
191 For a more in-depth discussion, see Ruth Ferrero-Turrión, Spain: Kosovo’s Strongest Opponent in Europe, in I. Armakolas and J. Ker-Lindsay (eds.), The Politics
 of Recognition and Engagement, Palgrave Macmillan, 2020, p. 215-235.
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Spain has refused interactions with Kosovo. It has objected to the advancement of  Kosovo’s relations 
with the EU and has voted against Kosovo’s membership in regional and international organisations.196  
While Spain has supported the EU-led dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia, it has used legal and 
political pressure to undermine Kosovo’s equal opportunity to progress in the EU integration path, 
benefit from the EU enlargement policies and funds, and participate in regional events.197 For instance, 
Spain objected to the EU‘s Stabilisation and Association Agreement with Kosovo in 2015, attempted 
to exclude Kosovo from the EU enlargement plan in 2018, and filed a legal case against the European 
Commission at the Court of  Justice of  the European Union in 2019.198 While in three instances 
Spain failed to derail Kosovo’s EU integration path, it has 
significantly undermined the EU’s position towards Kosovo 
and the prospects for recognition.199 Over the years, it became 
clear that ‘for Spain, any sort of  meaningful engagement with 
Kosovo will only come through a final settlement with Serbia 
that is in conformity with international law and minimises the 
danger of  contagion.’200

The position on EU-led dialogue for normalisation of relations between Kosovo and Serbia    

Madrid positively views the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia. The dialogue for 
Spain is the most viable pathway for resolving the disputes between both countries, an opportunity to 
reach a mutually agreed settlement, and a crucial process for stabilising the entire region. As stated by 
a diplomat ‘for Spain it would be very good news if  there were a normalisation in relations between 
Pristina and Belgrade. Ending the territorial disputes between the two would undoubtedly be wonderful 
news for all of  Europe and especially for the Western Balkans region.’201 A parliamentarian added 
‘reaching a binding agreement between Belgrade and Pristina would be wonderful news that we would 
support without reservations’.202 Most importantly, the normalisation is seen as an opportunity to ‘no 
longer equate the situation in the Balkans with what is happening in the Spanish State’.203

Since Kosovo is often invoked as a divisive reference 
among political parties, the normalisation of  
relations would mean that ‘the ghost of  Kosovo’ as a 
parliamentarian put it, would no longer be invoked in 
domestic debates.204

Officially, Spain has not set any conditions for an eventual agreement between Kosovo and Serbia.205 
Yet, in terms of  the meaning and the kind of  normalisation of  relations that Spain would support, 
the majority of  interlocutors highlight a comprehensive, legally-binding, mutually-agreed, agreement 
that is inevitably centred on mutual recognition.206 A senior government official noted it must be ‘an 
agreement that both Kosovo and Serbia are willing to accept.’207 Another diplomat noted that ‘the full 
normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia means the achievement of  mutual diplomatic 
recognition materialised in the form of  a binding legal agreement’.208
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The same diplomat noted that Spain is also guided 
by the EU’s negotiating position on chapter 35 with 
Serbia, which stipulates that’ Serbia should engage in…
furthering the normalisation in good faith, to gradually 
lead to the comprehensive normalisation of  relations 

between Serbia and Kosovo, in line with the negotiating framework’.209 A parliamentarian echoed the 
same ‘Spain simply wants compliance with chapter 35 of  the enlargement negotiation agreement with 
Serbia, a legally binding agreement. No more, no less.’210

Another parliamentarian stated that in addition to 
including mutual recognition, ‘it would necessarily 
have to be a legally binding agreement between the 
parties. It would not be enough with technical or 
thematic agreements not recognised by international 
law.’211 Another member of  the parliament noted that ‘Spain will not recognise any territory that has 
unilaterally self-determined’.212

Prospects for recognition   

Across all main political parties in Spain there is a consensus 
that as long as Serbia does not recognise Kosovo, they will not 
change their current position.213 Spain’s position is summarised 
by their MFA as follows: ‘nothing without an agreement, 
everything with it, including political recognition [of  Kosovo] 
and the establishment of  diplomatic relations’.214

As noted by an MFA official ‘if  the normalisation agreement takes place, Spain would immediately 
recognise Kosovo. The agreement would have to be legally binding for the parties, that would be the 
only condition.’215 So, there is consensus among interlocutors that if  there is an agreement for the 
normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia, Madrid would proceed without much delay in 
establishing diplomatic relations with Kosovo and sending a diplomatic representative to Prishtina.216

A diplomat noted that ‘without recognition through a binding legal agreement there will be no 
recognition by Spain.’217  In such a case, Spain encourages the parties to continue the dialogue and find a 
mutually acceptable solution or Spain could ‘act as a mediator in the dialogue to make it move towards a 
good port.’218 In short, Spain would consider changing its position on Kosovo only upon an agreement 
for the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia, which contains mutual recognition and 
is in line with international law. Any other arrangement would not be sufficient.

Spain’s position on the EU-led dialogue is positive and supportive. At present, there are no indications 
that Spain will change its position. The current Spanish government is facing a difficult domestic 
political situation and it is unlikely to take any steps that could increase the pressure from the Catalan 
and Basque pro-independence movements. The EU is not likely to pressure Spain to recognise Kosovo 
as its position is entangled with its internal problems. Therefore, the only way for Madrid to change its 
position on Kosovo is a mutually acceptable agreement between Kosovo and Serbia.
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Kosovo’s membership prospects (EU and NATO)     

Memberships in the EU and NATO remain two of  the top foreign policy priorities for Kosovo. In 
December 2022, the Government submitted the application for EU candidate status and aims to do 
the same for NATO.219 For some interlocutors, Kosovo’s application is a move that undermines the 
dialogue with Serbia and complicates its relations with the EU.

Procedurally, before opening the accession talks with the EU, Kosovo’s application for the status of  
the candidate country should be positively assessed [by the EU]. If  this stage is completed successfully, 
Kosovo’s application undergoes a complex process. The European Commission initially provides 
an opinion assessing Kosovo fulfilment of  the political and economic conditions, which must be 
approved by the Council of  the EU. At this stage, unanimous support among all the EU member 
states is required. Even if  the EU institutions find a modality to open the accession talks with Kosovo, 
the ratification of  the accession agreement still requires the consent of  all member states by their 
constitutional requirements.220     

The possibility of  supporting Kosovo’s application is unlikely, especially because the EU doesn’t accept 
members with unresolved territorial disputes (except for Cyprus).221 The non-recognisers with a more 
rigid position, such as Cyprus and Spain, might rely on the European Commission to activate specific 
procedures to handle Kosovo’s application.222 The European Commission could issue its first opinion 
stating that the candidate status cannot be endorsed due to the lack of  consensus among all EU 
member states.223 In fact, the Commission is more likely to instead focus on Kosovo’s deficiencies in 
fulfilling certain conditions including the slow progress in implementing the SAA.224

Even if  countries with a softer stance such as Greece, agree to support Kosovo’s membership in the 
EU and NATO without a legally binding agreement with Serbia, it is improbable that such a process 
would be ratified by its Parliament.225 Moreover, there are reservations among non-recognisers, about 
whether Kosovo has undertaken sufficient reforms to apply for EU candidate status.226

Similarly, joining NATO is a top foreign and security priority of  Kosovo, particularly considering the 
current security threats. Although NATO and Kosovo have enhanced their interactions, there are no 
immediate prospects for Kosovo to join NATO’s Partnership for Peace (PfP) program or be invited to 
join as a full member state. This is mainly due to the non-recognition by four of  its members (Spain, 
Greece, Slovakia, and Romania).227 In addition, NATO’s peacekeepers in Kosovo operate under UN 
Security Council Resolution 1244(1999) framework, and hold a status-neutral position. 
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Moreover, there are fears that if  Kosovo joins NATO, Serbia will become more hostile and lead to 
the further militarisation of  regional affairs.228 Yet, Kosovo’s admission to the PfP on the other side 
could be viewed as a platform where Kosovo and Serbia would come together and take part in joint 
military exercises.229 Hence, a compromising solution could be reached with Serbia to support Kosovo’s 
admission to the PfP program.230

However, if  Serbia shows no willingness to reorient towards the west, nor commit to normalising 
relations with Kosovo, some of  the non-recognisers (Romania for instance) might reconsider decoupling 
the conditionality for Kosovo’s EU and NATO membership with the normalisation of  relations with 
Serbia.231 This might also be considered if  the security situation in Ukraine spills over into the EU’s 
eastern neighbourhood, including the Western Balkans.232

Overall, the five non-recognisers have made it clear that they would not support Kosovo’s application 
for EU candidate status, nor admission to NATO’s PfP program as long as Kosovo and Serbia do not 
normalise their relations. While there might be some expectations that Greece Slovakia and Romania 
will be more receptive, Spain and Cyprus will very likely not give up their conditions.  

Drawing from the negative experience of  accession of  Cyprus [to the EU] without resolving the 
dispute with the north, and the positive experience of  conditioning North Macedonia’s membership in 
NATO with the resolution of  the name dispute, these countries appear committed to keeping the EU 
integration path conditional on the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia.233

They consider that further advancing or supporting Kosovo’s membership in the EU and NATO 
amounts to an implicit recognition of  its sovereign and independent statehood.234 So, in all eventualities, 
the non-recognisers’ position is that both Kosovo’s and Serbia’s path to the EU goes through the EU-
led dialogue.

The Way Forward: The EU has a key role to play      
The five non-recognisers view Kosovo’s declaration of  independence as unilateral and in violation 
of  international law which could serve as a precedent for other secessionist movements within (and 
outside) their territories. Concerned with their domestic issues, but interested in regional stability, they 
all support the dialogue for the normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia as the most 
viable platform for the resolution of  the outstanding issues between the two. United in these aspects, 
the non-recognisers continue to congregate, although some remain more rigid than others. 

Overall, the level of  normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia that will suffice for 
the five non-recognisers to change their position on Kosovo is a legally binding agreement which 
includes recognition and is concluded in accordance with international law. Yet, from an individual 
perspective, Cyprus has set the highest threshold and seeks an agreement between Kosovo and Serbia 
containing formal recognition and endorsement by the UN Security Council, as preconditions for 
changing its position on Kosovo’s independence.235 Spain, as one of  the most rigid countries, seeks an 
agreement which includes mutual recognition between Kosovo and Serbia.236 For Greece, any form 
of  normalisation and a more enabling environment are sufficient factors to influence their position 
on Kosovo.237 Slovakia on the other hand does not necessarily see normalisation revolving around 
recognition, but rather clearing the shadow of  doubt regarding the legality of  Kosovo’s declaration of  
independence through a mutually agreed settlement.238 Lastly, Romania favours any kind of  agreement 
228 Interview with a diplomat, Athens, 30 September 2022.
229	 Interview	with	a	diplomat,	Athens,	21	November	2022.
230 Interview with an academic, Bucharest, 18 September 2022
231	 Interview	with	a	diplomat,	Bucharest,	19	September	2022.
232 Ibid.
233 Interview with a former diplomat, Athens, September 2022; and Interview with a diplomatic advisor, Athens, 22 September 2022.
234 Interviews with Cypriot, Slovak, Greek, Spanish and Romanian diplomats and governmental officials, 2022.
235 Interviews with Cypriot governmental officials and diplomats, 2022.
236 Interviews with Spanish governmental officials and diplomats, 2022.
237 Interviews with Greek governmental officials and diplomats, 2022.
238 Interviews with Slovak governmental officials and diplomats, 2022.
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that satisfies both parties, yet, it would like to see at least some form of  recognition deriving from it.239

While there are no guarantees that an agreement between Kosovo and Serbia will secure recognition by 
Cyprus, Slovakia, Romania, Greece and Spain, the EU has a key role to play to complete its mission and 
mandate in the dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia. With its leading role in the dialogue, much will 
depend on how the EU frames and presents this agreement; if  it does right, it will significantly influence 
the decision of  those countries. The five non-recognisers are likely to get on board if  the agreement 
between Kosovo and Serbia is legally binding (in line with the EU requirements) and provides at least 
some form of  recognition.240

For the agreement to be legally binding, the EU must dodge ambiguities and avoid leaving room for 
Serbia to interpret it as an internal agreement, namely a by-law, and side-step its ratification. Besides, 
the agreement must contain the final provision on ratification and entry into force.241 Since the legally-
binding element aims to ensure the durability and effective implementation of  the comprehensive 
agreement, it must incorporate the intent to be bound by norms and rules of  international law 
concerning obligations and implementation mechanisms, specifically the Vienna Convention on the 
Laws of  Treaties of  1969.242

The French-German Proposal pursued by the EU and the US is currently the most tangible document 
of  the next agreement between Kosovo and Serbia.243 In essence, it seems to be an interim or basic 
agreement and ‘an important step in normalisation’.244 The proposal, otherwise referred to as the ‘EU 
Proposal’ contains several preambulatory clauses and articles which implicitly mean mutual recognition 
of  distinct national documents and symbols; endorsement of  UN Charter principles on sovereign 
equality and peaceful resolution of  disputes; and separate representation in international organisations. 

The preambulatory clauses and the main body of  the EU proposal make it a legally binding agreement 
and a de facto recognition of  Kosovo’s independence. The provisions on the inviolability of  frontiers 
(an ambiguous substitute for borders), respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty, and protection 
of  national minorities are in line with the Helsinki Final Act (1975) and what is referred to in political 
and legal discourses as the ‘EU law’.245 One preambulatory clause is more challenging and ambiguous, 
namely clause: ‘proceeding from the historical facts and without prejudice to the different view of  
the Parties on fundamental questions, including on status questions’.246 It recognises explicitly that 
parties have different views on Kosovo’s sovereign statehood (read: status), including the ambiguous 
and indefinite international civilian and military presence under UN Security Council Resolution 1244 
(1999). 

The proposal further contains provisions which address Serbia’s demand for establishing the 
Association/Community of  Serb-majority Municipalities (ASM/CSM) in Kosovo, as well as protection 
for Serb religious and cultural heritage.247

Yet, it indicates that ‘While the present Agreement constitutes an important step of  normalisation, 
both Parties will continue with new impetus the EU-led Dialogue process which should lead to a 
legally binding agreement on comprehensive normalisation of  their relations’.248 This article shows 
that the basic agreement may be neither comprehensive nor legally binding, and thus potentially open 
to contestation and uneven implementation. So, while the preambulatory and main body of  the EU 
proposal contain sufficient provisions to classify it as a peace agreement compatible with international 
and EU law, there are certain ambiguous provisions which leave room for discordance, and conflict, 
and most importantly might not meet the expectations of  the remaining five EU non-recognisers. 
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Ultimately, the five European non-recognisers seem to have an indirect role in determining the quality 
of  the agreement between Kosovo and Serbia. So, it is up to the EU to frame the final agreement 
fittingly and to sweep the pathway for full normalisation of  relations between Kosovo and Serbia. 

The framework presented as a ‘Path to Normalisation of  Relations’ could become a legally binding 
agreement upon ratification in Serbia’s and Kosovo’s parliament. Besides, the legally binding effect 
could also be granted upon the implementation of  its provisions, planned to take effect no later than 
six months after the signing, or at least by the end of  2023. The EU could play a key role in this regard. 
While it will continue to lead further talks, chair the monitoring committee, and have the last word in 
assessing the level of  implementation, the EU should, in the end, conclude this agreement between 
Kosovo and Serbia as legally binding. Endorsing the legally binding agreement between Kosovo and 
Serbia with new EU Council Conclusions is critical for Kosovo and Serbia to move beyond the dialogue 
and progress on their EU path. 

Also, it is important  for the non-recognisers to reconsider their position on the independence of  
Kosovo. 

The conclusions should allow the replacing of  the EU Council Conclusions [on Kosovo] of  February 
2008, enabling the EU and (member states) to set a new political position on Kosovo’s independence.  
Examples of  endorsing treaties through EU conclusions exist: the EU Council had endorsed the Joint 
Comprehensive Plan of  Action (JCPOA)-Iran nuclear deal.249 The EEAS had played a similar role by 
facilitating the negotiations between Iran, China, France, Germany, Russia, the UK and the US. Also, 
the EU Council endorsed the Prespa Agreement, reached between Greece and North Macedonia in 
2018.250

                                 

249	 Council	Conclusions	on	the	agreement	on	Iran’s	nuclear	programme,	20	July	2015,	at	https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2015/07/20/
 fac-iran/.
250 ‘The Council strongly welcomes the historic Prespa Agreement, which represents a significant achievement, setting a positive example for the region 
	 and	beyond.	It	commends	the	courage	and	determination	of	the	parties	involved’,	at	https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2019/06/18/
 council-conclusions-on-enlargement-and-stabilisation-and-association-process/. 
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